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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract
This thesis is a single qualitative case study. The purpose of this thesis is to find out useful

approaches to manage logistics risks for Chinese non-metallic mineral industry. A

representative case company has been chosen as the research object. The authors aim at

seeking out the useful and suitable processes and approaches in general, and seeking for the

target industry. There is a research gap in the target industry for logistics risk

management--the target industry is lacked of researches on risk management in logistics area.

Multiple resources from internet, literature review and interviews have been summarized.

According to the literature, in the conclusion part, the authors put forward 12 basic processes

to manage risks in logistics management and logistics outsourcing, they also found out three

simple processes, which are the most important steps, at last the authors suggested that as it is

difficult for Chinese non-metallic mineral industry to fulfill these 12 steps, it is better to add

another process to help the industry to complete the risk management in logistics management

and logistics outsourcing.

KeyKeyKeyKeywords:words:words:words: risk management, logistics management, logistics outsourcing
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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

According to Christopher (2011), in nowadays, logistics management and logistics

outsourcing play important roles in many industries. As logistics management and logistics

outsourcing become more and more significant for companies, if the risks in these companies

could be managed better, companies could gain the better development.

When searching the relative literatures for logistics risk management, the authors found that

the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry is lacking of researches in logistics risk

management. This can be seen as the research gap in this study. In order to fill in the research

gap, the authors have focus on the logistics risk management in the target industry. In fact, it

is hard for the companies in Chinese non-metallic mineral industry to manage risks in

logistics management and logistics outsourcing, as some processes or approaches may

increase costs to control risks. In this case, companies need to choose the most suitable

processes or approaches for themselves.

In previous study from Zhao & Zhu (2013), the authors did the risk investigation of logistics

management and logistics outsourcing for the case company and Chinese non-metallic

mineral industry. As the result of seeking the main risks for the non-metallic mineral industry,

it is more significant to find out processes to manage risks of logistics management and

logistics outsourcing. This research is a continuous research work of the previous study.

1.21.21.21.2 PurposePurposePurposePurpose

The purpose of this thesis is to find the useful processes or approaches to manage risks in

logistics management and logistics outsourcing for Chinese non-metallic mineral industry.

The authors will review the current situation of risk management in logistics management and

logistics outsourcing in non-metallic mineral companies. The authors choose the case

company as an example to study the situation of logistics management and logistics

outsourcing in the target industry. The authors also will find out the valuable approaches or

processes in risk management. The purpose could be divided into two questions:

� What are the general approaches of risk management in logistics area?

� How can the logistics risks in Chinese non-metallic mineral industry be managed?
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2.2.2.2. MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology
In order to answer the research questions, the authors choose qualitative research as the main

approach. Based on the specificity and research gap in the target industry, the authors choose

to use case study. The case company is representative of companies in its industry --the

non-metallic mineral industry, because the case company got the 12th place in barite exporting

of China from the ranking in Chinese Top nets (2013). In this section, the quantitative and

qualitative methods, case selection, literature review and data collection are described by the

authors.

2.12.12.12.1 QuantitativeQuantitativeQuantitativeQuantitative &Qualitative&Qualitative&Qualitative&Qualitative ApproachApproachApproachApproach

According to Biggam (2011), quantitative research is the research that focus on quantities and

measurements. Bryman (2006) also mentions that quantitative research offers more

constitutions and enough information to studies. From Biggam (2011), qualitative research is

associated with in-depth studies, which are more exploratory, and it answers why questions.

Attride-Stirling (2001) states that many useful and meaningful results are generated by

qualitative research and it should be used through an orderly way.

Mahoney & Goertz (2006) contrasts quantitative and qualitative research.

TableTableTableTable 2.12.12.12.1 ContrastingContrastingContrastingContrasting QualitativeQualitativeQualitativeQualitative andandandand QuantitativeQuantitativeQuantitativeQuantitative ResearchResearchResearchResearch (Mahoney(Mahoney(Mahoney(Mahoney &&&&Goertz,Goertz,Goertz,Goertz, 2006)2006)2006)2006)

In order to answer the research question successfully, and on the basis of the research purpose

and the differences between quantitative and qualitative research methods, the authors choose
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to use the single case study in qualitative research. For reliable answers of the research

questions, the authors need a case for comparison between the theory and the practical

situation. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that researchers often use case studies to achieve the

specified research questions, they could be applied with more data and useful materials, and

sometimes this approach is more applicable to new topic areas. Yin (1981) also points out that

usually case studies are used much more times by researchers more than other kinds of

research strategies.

2.22.22.22.2 ReasoningReasoningReasoningReasoning StyleStyleStyleStyle

On the basis of Thorne (2000), in doing qualitative research, researchers often depend on

reasoning processes--inductive and deductive reasoning approaches. Inductive reasoning

approach is used to explain and organize the main meanings that come from materials and

data, and it could produce many ideas. Deductive reasoning approach is often applied to the

beginning of ideas and data to affirm or negate these ideas or data. Sometimes deductive

reasoning is more useful in identifying ideas and generates further studies. Goel et al. (1997)

also said that it is good to use deductive reasoning approach to structure the main languages

and opinions, while with inductive reasoning approach; the certain existing facts need to be

noticed.

Abductive reasoning approach is used by the authors to answer the research questions and

come to a conclusion in this thesis. Abductive reasoning approach means the combination of

inductive and deductive reasoning approach. By answering the research questions, the authors

review literature that are associated with the general approach of risk management in logistics

management and logistics outsourcing in Chinese non-metallic mineral industry, and then

seek out ways to manage the risks of logistics management and logistics method in the case

company.

2222.3.3.3.3 CaseCaseCaseCase SelectionSelectionSelectionSelection

In the light of Seawright & Gerring (2008), case researchers often treat case selection as

fundamental task, so it is important to find a better method to evaluate and study the cases.

Gerring (2004) cited in Seawright & Gerring (2008) also says that the cases might be

representative, as a result they are worth for researcher to consider. Based on Curtis et al.
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(2000), case selection could be regarded as a provided method to study different aspects of

research questions, case selection is a significant part in researchers and it is controversial in

some specific qualitative researches.

The authors choose the case company (Shenzhen City Rocky Mountains Industry

Development Company Limited) because of two primary reasons:

The first reason is that the case company does not have specific methods to deal with risks

and it does not manage risks very well.

The second reason is that based on the case company’s ranking from Chinese Top nets (2013),

it is more representative in the non-metallic mineral industry as the case company has got the

12th place of the barite exporting in the whole China. In fact, China is a country which full of

non-metallic mineral resources and most of the non-metallic mineral products have been

exporting to other countries from Liquan (1993). Zhang (2009) also presented that China has

win a higher percent of non-metallic mineral products exporting in the world, and the Chinese

exporting has support the development of the world's non-metallic mineral industry.

2222.4.4.4.4 LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature RRRRevieweviewevieweview

Kralik et al. (2006) highlights that literature review is used to identify associated things about

projects, which are studied by researchers, the literature include advantages and disadvantages

of projects, and researchers could find out important substances from literature review.

Croom et al. (2000) presents that in empirical qualitative research paper, reviewing literature

should assess with critical perspective and associate with current situation and theory.

Literature review keeps the authors learn more academic knowledge, it also aids to improve to

establish and structure academic research methods and data analysis, and these methods or

data helps to express the specific research fields, such as the consciousness of traditional

knowledge in the case study. After literature reviews, the authors have found the research gap

of logistics risk management in the target industry. In this research paper, the authors review

many literatures. The authors used the theory which has been built through literature review

to draw the conclusions of the research questions in this thesis. A comparison has been done

between the theory and the current situation of the case company.
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2222.5.5.5.5 DataDataDataData CollectionCollectionCollectionCollection

2222.5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1 TheTheTheThe TypesTypesTypesTypes ofofofof DataDataDataData

In order to fulfill the case study, the authors have to collect several information and data to

complete the analysis from the case company. These helpful data could be divided into two

types: primary data and secondary data. On the basis of Phillips & Stawarski (2008), when

researchers collect data and information that are available for them, they could use different

methods to do this work, because various approaches provide various aspects, researchers

could have a better understanding through these ways.

PrimaryPrimaryPrimaryPrimary data:data:data:data: in line with Kothari (2006), primary data is the data that has been collected for

the first time or again, it is the most primitive data. Widd & Diggines (2009) says that primary

data is the data, which was not collected before. Namely, it did not exist before and it is used

to emphasis on a specific problem. The authors collect the information and data by

themselves from the case company; they prepared several interviews from manager and staffs.

SecondarySecondarySecondarySecondary data:data:data:data: based on Kothari (2006), secondary data is the data that has been gathered

by others and keep in statistic through a better way. In accordance with Vartanian (2011),

secondary data could answer questions that are outside the research question, it includes some

data that is better than the initial collected data. Some information from the case company are

included in the secondary data, in this research paper, these information come from literature,

the Internet, reports about the non-metallic mineral industry. These information and data were

published by others before; some are also applied in other reports.

2.2.2.2.5555.2.2.2.2 TechniquesTechniquesTechniquesTechniques forforforfor ManagingManagingManagingManaging DataDataDataData

Pendharkar (2002) gives out two techniques to manage data: traditional credit-scoring system

and Bayesian belief networks (BNN). In these two techniques, researchers that include the

ones doing quantitative research and qualitative research have to think about several aspects,

for example, input of data, subjective and objective assessment, original data and

confirmation of calculations about data. Shankaranarayan et al. (2003) also says that when

researchers want to use and manage data or materials in their researches, both quantitative and

qualitative researches, they need to consider the quality of data. When thinking about the

quality of data, researchers have to make out a scheme about the data; with this way, the data
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could be managed better.

As the authors want to do data collection, firstly, on the basis of the research purpose, they

have to structure a theoretical framework; secondly, the requirements for recorded data should

be closely linked with theoretical framework; thirdly, it is important to choose data from

collected information, which are from interviews and the Internet; fourthly, choose a better

way to apply helpful data and write a summary about them when writing the research paper.

2222.5..5..5..5.3333 InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview

Gillham (2000) suggests that an interview is a session that between two people, whereas it is a

session that one people, the interviewer, according to his or her own purpose, wants to look

for answers from another people; we call as, the interviewee. Merton (1990) presents that

interview could give more information and knowledge, which are about society, politics and

economy, to people or researchers.

Boyce & Neale (2006) comes up with a definition about in-depth interview, in-depth

interviewing is a qualitative research technique that involves conducting intensive individual

interviews with a small number of respondents to explore their perspectives on a particular

idea, program, or situation. According to Legard et al. (2003), in-depth interview takes

‘contract’ between different people-interviewer and interviewee.

Based on Kamberelis & Dimitriadis (2013), interviewees could understand the procedures

about interviews, if researchers or interviewers use structured interviews through better ways.

Dipboye (1997) cited in van der Zee & Bakker (2002) puts forward that structured interviews

could lead to better selection determination, on the basis of it, better performances and higher

profitability could be organized, and it much easier for researchers to take.

In order to guarantee the quality and reliability of the interviews, the authors choose

structured in-depth interview. Interviews has been done for two stages. The first interview

stage has been done in 2012, which only for the regional managers. The second stage has

been done in 2013 for three interviewees from different levels in the case company, and each

of them should has the experiences of risk management of logistics management and logistics

outsourcing in the case company before. The regional manager has been interviewed two

times, the first interview was made through e-mail, and the second interview to the regional

manager has been made by phone call. Then the authors have interviewed two staffs separated
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through phone calls. The following table 2.2 will introduce the interviews between

interviewees and the authors in a clearly way.

TableTableTableTable 2.22.22.22.2 BasicBasicBasicBasic InformationInformationInformationInformation ofofofof InterviewsInterviewsInterviewsInterviews

IntervieweeIntervieweeIntervieweeInterviewee 1111 IntervieweeIntervieweeIntervieweeInterviewee 2222 IntervieweeIntervieweeIntervieweeInterviewee 3333

PositionPositionPositionPosition Regional manager General staff (monitoring

transportation processes)

General staff

(communicate with

owner drivers)

InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview waywaywayway E-mail and phone Phone Phone

InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview

timestimestimestimes

2 1 1

DurationDurationDurationDuration timetimetimetime 1+1 hours 1 hour 1 hour

MainMainMainMain

questionsquestionsquestionsquestions

General

information +

experiences of

risk management

Experiences of risk

management

Experiences of risk

management

2222.6.6.6.6 ResearchResearchResearchResearch QQQQualityualityualityuality

According to Agrawal & Chen (2012), the research quality is associated with the final result,

so it is important to forecast the research quality. Seale (1999) presents that many researchers

want to insure the quality of their researches, in order to achieve this goal; they could have

methodological writing about their researches. Research quality could be regarded as a

significant evaluation criterion; researchers have to look out the main important parts in

reaching such criterion. The researchers need to consider the quality of their researches at all

time when they do their works, they should keep the consideration in mind.

Validity:Validity:Validity:Validity: from Yin (2009), the validity of a report is shown by the matching ratio between

measurement results and research results. The higher matching ratio leads to the higher

validity, otherwise the validity is lower. Based on Yin (2009), Validity can be divided into

following three sections:

ConstructConstructConstructConstruct validity:validity:validity:validity: is the identification of consistency between measures and theories.

In this thesis, the authors use multiple resources during data collection. Three employees
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with experiences of risk management for logistics management and logistics outsourcing

have been interviewed to gain the information for case. The authors have chosen and

summarized relative or useful information before analysis.

InternalInternalInternalInternal validity:validity:validity:validity: is building the causal relationship which shows the effectiveness of

the research. For example, the authors always use the scientific way from literatures to

collect information and data; and then compared with the theory from literature review to

draw the scientific conclusion.

ExternalExternalExternalExternal validity:validity:validity:validity: refers to the generalized of the research conclusions, which means the

research conclusions could be used for other companies in the industry and other industry.

For example, the authors have chosen a representative case company for data and

information collection, and chosen the employees as interviewees in the case company

who have the experiences of the main research area in the target industry.

Reliability:Reliability:Reliability:Reliability: according to Seale (1999) and Agrawal & Chen (2012), reliability for a research

mainly reflected in the level of confidence. Based on the overall development of the target

industry and the case company, the findings will be different in different time. In order to gain

more reliability in this research, multiple resources have been used; and interviewees have

been interviewed by the authors severally.

To sum up, the authors have used multiple data resources in the research from interviews, the

Internet, scientific literatures and books; and they have reviewed several scientific literatures

and books to build a more objective theoretical framework in this research. In order to ensure

the quality of information from interviews, the authors choose a regional manager and two

staffs who have experiences of risk management in the case company as interviewees.

2.72.72.72.7 LimitationLimitationLimitationLimitation

This research thesis has two main limitations. At first, there is no any similar research before

in the target industry. The authors need to summarize useful knowledge from general research

areas. The second one is that there is only one case company in this thesis, and the authors

just interviewed three related people in the case company, there may has an existing gap of

information collection.
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3.3.3.3. TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical FrameworkFrameworkFrameworkFramework
In this section, the authors will reviewed several scientific literatures and books in four main

parts, which lead to satisfy the demand from the solutions of research questions. These four

main parts include: logistics management, logistics outsourcing, the common risks of logistics

management and logistics outsourcing in Chinese non-metallic mineral industry, and supply

chain risk management. During the search process of scientific literatures, the authors could

not find any literature focus on the non-metallic mineral industry in logistics viewpoint. In

this situation, the authors are interested in this industry and try to build the risk management

processes for it, and give suggestions. At the end of this section, the authors have summarized

the relationships among these concepts by figure and simple sentences, which can be seen as

the guide of the theoretical framework.

3.13.13.13.1 LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement

Christopher (2011) presents that logistics is not a new idea for people since the building of the

pyramids or the easing of hunger in Africa; and logistics also played a primary role in the

Second World War. Based on the description of Jonsson (2008), companies should not just

focus on the functions and practical applicability of a product, but also pay attention to the

price, place and time of the product from customer demand. Razzaque & Sheng (1998) present

that material handling, transportation; warehousing, order processing, distribution and

inventory management should be considered as the logistics activities in logistics management.

From Harrison & Hoek (2008), logistics has an extensive meaning than tool, method or

technique, and it is a part of the big challenge in practices.

A modern definition of logistics management has been made by Council of Supply Chain

Management Professionals (CSCMP, 2013-04-15), which has also been introduced by

Jonsson (2008) as:

"Logistics management is that part of supply chain management that plans,

implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses flow and

storage of goods, services and related information between the point of origin

and the point of consumption in order to meet customers' requirements. Logistics

management is an integrating function, which coordinates and optimizes all
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logistics activities, as well as integrates logistics activities with other functions

including marketing, sales manufacturing, finance, and information technology."

According to Christopher (2011), Jonsson (2008) and Harrison & Hoek (2008), logistics can

be seen as the flows of materials and information from the raw materials to the end customers.

The following figure shows the logistics structure from Harrison & Hoek (2008).

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.13.13.13.1 LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics StructureStructureStructureStructure (Harrison(Harrison(Harrison(Harrison &&&&Hoek,Hoek,Hoek,Hoek, 2008)2008)2008)2008)

In the logistics structure from Harrison & Hoek (2008), material flow is a unidirectional flow

from raw material to end customer; but information flow is a bidirectional flow among

aspects between raw material and end customer. Lummus, et al. (2001) have summarized that

logistics is a very wide definitions in practices, since it has been changed all the time with the

changed economic environment.

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement versusversusversusversus SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain ManagementManagementManagementManagement

Skjoett-Larsen (1999) has summarized that supply chain management is a new idea at that

time, which has appeared from the beginning of the 1980's. Cooper & Ellram (1993) has

defined supply chain management as "an integrative philosophy to manage the total flow of a

distribution channel from the supplier to the ultimate user". In the opinion from Skjoett-

Larsen (1999), the definition from Cooper & Ellram (1993) is the same as the traditional

logistics; and supply chain management was a new name of logistics when this definition has

been made. With the passage of time, Cooper (1997) considered that supply chain

management is not a new name of logistics; it has a very broad concept than logistics. From

the view of Mentzer, et al. (2001) and Gibson, et al. (2005), the definition of supply chain

management has been discussed widely, but a unified definition of it is a challenge in
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industries. In recent years, CSCMP (2013-04-15) has created the definition of supply chain

management as:

"Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all

activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics

management activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination and

collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries,

third party service providers, and customers. In essence, supply chain

management integrates supply and demand management within and across

companies."

Comparison with the structure of logistics shows in section 3.1, Harrison & Hoek (2008) has

made a supply chain network as well.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.23.23.23.2 SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork (Harrison(Harrison(Harrison(Harrison &&&&Hoek,Hoek,Hoek,Hoek, 2008)2008)2008)2008)

According to Lummus, et al. (2001), people often confused about the definitions of "supply

chain management" and "logistics", and these two terms can be viewed as the overlapped

concepts in an organization. Based on the understanding from Jonsson (2008), logistics can be

seen as a part of supply chain process in the definition from CSCMP (2013-04-15). Harrison

& Hoek (2008) also provided that logistics tasks is the major tasks in the supply chain

management which include the management of material flow and information flow; they

concluded that logistics can be treat as a part of supply chain challenge in practices. However,

in line with Jonsson (2008), supply chain management is a broader concept than logistics, and

it has more processes and activities in an organization than logistics. But Jonsson (2008) also

presented that activities and processes always have interact impact with each other, thus
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processes or activities which do not related to logistics directly in the supply chain

management could have the indirect impact on logistics in many ways.

3.23.23.23.2 LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing

According to Huiskonen & Pirttilä (2002), companies have focus on their main operations

and outsource the other operations to the third parties for several years. Outsourcing can be

seen as the practices that companies have change to external providers with in-house activities

in recently years from Bolumole et al. (2007). In lines with Song, et al. (2000), the overall

quality of performances can be increased by outsourcing activities in the global supply chain.

The logistics outsourcing can be treated as the following sentence by Hong et al. (2004):

"Logistics outsourcing is an increasingly popular alternative to traditional

services such as transportation, warehousing, inventory, and value-added

services."

Wilding & Juriado (2004) have identified 9 types of reasons for logistics outsourcing, which

include: cost or revenue related, service related, operational flexibility related, business focus

related, asset utilization or efficiency related, change management related, 3PL expertise

related, problem related and investment related. They found that the most important and

general reason for logistics outsourcing is cost or revenue related reasons, such as cost

reduction, more efficient cost and revenue enhancement. At the same time, Wilding & Juriado

(2004) have also found out 4 categories of logistics functions, they are: transport and

shipment related, warehousing and inventory related, information systems related, and other

(related to value added services).

3.33.33.33.3 CommonCommonCommonCommon RisksRisksRisksRisks ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement andandandand LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics

OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing inininin ChineseChineseChineseChinese Non-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallic MineralMineralMineralMineral IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry

Zhao & Zhu (2013) have made a research about the investigation of risks in logistics

management and logistics outsourcing for Chinese non-metallic mineral industry. The risks of

logistics management and logistics outsourcing can be summarized as following tables.

From table 3.1 we can see that the risks of logistics management can be summarized into two

main parts: internal risks and external risks.
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TableTableTableTable 3.13.13.13.1 thethethethe RisksRisksRisksRisks ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement (Jiangye(Jiangye(Jiangye(Jiangye &&&&Zhu,Zhu,Zhu,Zhu, 2013)2013)2013)2013)

ScopeScopeScopeScope ContentsContentsContentsContents

Internal

Attached costs from lack of planning in

transportation and cancellation, and

from outdated materials

Risks in contractual phase

Transit time

Inventory and tools ownership

External

Market prices

Actions of competitors

Manufacturing yield and costs

Supplier quality

Supplier and customer relationships

Demand

There are four main types of the risks in logistics outsourcing from table 3.2, they are: risks in

financial category, "chaos", market risks and management risks.

TableTableTableTable 3.23.23.23.2 thethethethe RisksRisksRisksRisks ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing (Jiangye(Jiangye(Jiangye(Jiangye &&&&Zhu,Zhu,Zhu,Zhu, 2013)2013)2013)2013)

CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories ContentsContentsContentsContents

FinancialFinancialFinancialFinancial Hidden cost

"Chaos""Chaos""Chaos""Chaos"

Latent information asymmetry

Poor communication

Lack of shared goals

MarketMarketMarketMarket
Dependence on the 3PL provider

Lack of capable service providers

ManagementManagementManagementManagement

The possibility of inefficient management

Problems of evaluating and monitoring 3PL

provider performance
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3.43.43.43.4 SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement

3.4.13.4.13.4.13.4.1 RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement

As Michael (2008) wrote, risk management has been developed more significant from the

middle of 1990s, and it was becoming a standardization of effective and good management in

many kinds of organizations. From Miller (1992), the primary goal for a company to operate

in international market is risk management. Based on the risk management practices from

gold mining industry, from Tufano (1996), the risk management has connections with both

managerial characteristics and the firm. Therefore, Tufano (1996) introduced that risk

management can be done not just in the internal level, but also in the corporate level.

From Steve et al. (1999), the best policy of risk management can be summarized as the

extreme honesty among partners. According to Manuj & Mentzer (2008), there are a lot of

risks can be found in global supply chain.

3.4.23.4.23.4.23.4.2 TheTheTheThe ConceptConceptConceptConcept ofofofof SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement

The challenges of supply chain have been identified as "better, faster and cheaper" than before

by Gaudenzi & Borghesi (2006). These challenges will bring a lot of risks in the supply chain.

But most of the risk management approaches appeared just for part of the supply chain.

In line with Jüttner et al. (2003), the skills of risk management and contingency planning are

needed for companies during some considerations. Therefore, as the modern consideration,

Gaudenzi & Borghesi (2006) have presented that risk management should be integrated as a

part of supply chain management. According to Hollstein & Himpel (2013), supply chain risk

management has been focused by many industries; In order to reduce risks in supply chains, it

is a good way to enhance networks, processes and structures, which can be applied to make

effective and efficient logistics in companies. Based on Ritchie & Brindley (2007), risk

management is a very important part in many fields for decisions and controls of management

as an emerging thing. In fact, SCRM has been researched and developed for such a long time,

but it has not been identified and solved clearly until pool relevant people's efforts together.

According to Norrman & Lindroth (2002) and Norrman (2003), SCRM is to dispose the

relevant risks of logistics activities in the supply chain; appropriate tools or approaches could

be used during this process. Hollstein & Himpel (2013) have wrote that Supply chain risk
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management could be made by more components in network levels, people always can look

out the causes and effects by various aspects, which may give rise to complexity of

collaborative networks in supply chains.

Tang (2006) gives out six factors to manage supply chain risks, which include: "demand and

supply process, objective function, supply chain management, demand management strategies,

product management strategies, information management strategies"

Based on Christopher & Lee (2004), the risk spiral, which has been summarized in the

following figure, could be pay attention to by companies that want to reduce risks.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.53.53.53.5 TheTheTheThe RiskRiskRiskRisk SpiralSpiralSpiralSpiral (Christopher(Christopher(Christopher(Christopher &&&&Lee,Lee,Lee,Lee, 2004)2004)2004)2004)

Ritchie & Brindley (2007) have developed a framework to probe the application of risk

management in the supply chain. Look at the figure 3.6 shows below, this is an integrated

framework for both risks and performances.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.63.63.63.6 TheTheTheThe SCRMSCRMSCRMSCRM FrameworkFrameworkFrameworkFramework (Ritchie(Ritchie(Ritchie(Ritchie &&&&Brindley,Brindley,Brindley,Brindley, 2007)2007)2007)2007)

There are five main sources of risks in supply chain from Jonsson (2008) in figure3.7, which

can be divided into external risk (environmental risk) and internal risks (supply risk, process

risk, demand risk and control risk).
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.73.73.73.7 SourcesSourcesSourcesSources ofofofof RiskRiskRiskRisk inininin SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain (Jonsson,(Jonsson,(Jonsson,(Jonsson, 2008)2008)2008)2008)

3.4.33.4.33.4.33.4.3 SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses

According to Jansson & Norrman (2004), Ericsson has implemented a new process for supply

chain risk management (SCRM) after a fire at its sub-supplier. Ericsson also changed the

organization and tools of SCRM after this accident. They built the basic approach of SCRM

in Ericsson; the following figure shows the four basic processes of SCRM.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.83.83.83.8 BasicBasicBasicBasic processesprocessesprocessesprocesses ofofofof SCRMSCRMSCRMSCRM inininin EricssonEricssonEricssonEricsson (Jansson(Jansson(Jansson(Jansson &&&&Norrman,Norrman,Norrman,Norrman, 2004)2004)2004)2004)

There are four main processes in SCRM of Ericsson, they are: risk identification, risk

assessment, risk treatment/management, and risk monitoring. These four processes could be

done as a cycle for continuous SCRM in a supply chain.

Gaudenzi & Borghesi (2006) have introduced four phases for risk management, which

include: risk assessment (involving risk analysis and risk evaluation), risk reporting and

decision, risk treatment, and risk monitoring. Before these four phases, the motivations of the

key risks or the areas of the key risk should be identified.

Jüttner, et al. (2003) have identified four basic constructs of SCRM: supply chain risk sources,
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risk consequences, risk drivers and risk mitigating strategies. These four basic constructs will

lead to four basic steps of risk management in supply chain: first, assessment of risk sources;

second, identification in the concepts of risks through defining the most relevant risks

consequence; third, tracking of the risk motivations in supply chain strategy; finally, reduction

risks in supply chain.

Figure 3.9 is introducing the clearly steps for risk management in a supply chain from

Cucchiella & Gastaldi (2006), who wanted to form a framework of uncertainties management

in supply chain. These step processes mainly including six processes from the analysis of

supply chain to the implementation of supply chain risk strategy. This process can be seen as

an overall phase for SCRM and the authors want to reduce the firm risks with this framework.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.93.93.93.9 StepsStepsStepsSteps forforforfor RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement

Jonsson (2008) has summarized three main processes (strategies) of SCRM in his book. These

three processes include the identification of risks and the sources; risk analysis; and risk

management strategy development. The first process is risk identification which should

identify the risks both from inside and outside of an organization, and their sources. The

second process refers to find out the important risks, or risks with serious results in all

identified risks from the first process. The last process could not be done in a one-time

activity, because the monitoring of existed risks should be done and new risks in supply

chains may be identified to renew the existed risks.
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Christopher (2011) has summarized s seven-stage approach in SCRM, which has been shown

in figure 3.10. This seven-stage approach has summarized the processes of SCRM clearly, and

it has the stage for collaboration with suppliers and customers at the end.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.103.103.103.10 TheTheTheThe SupplySupplySupplySupply ChainChainChainChain RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessProcessProcessProcess (Christopher,(Christopher,(Christopher,(Christopher, 2011)2011)2011)2011)

3.53.53.53.5 RelationshipsRelationshipsRelationshipsRelationships BetweenBetweenBetweenBetween ConceptsConceptsConceptsConcepts

Based on the purpose of this thesis, logistics management and logistics outsourcing have been

introduced in the theoretical framework as the basic needs. Because of the situation in the

case company, logistics outsourcing has been considered as the logistics method in the case

company. The relationship between logistics management and SCM has been summarized

because the authors will use SCRM processes as the common processes of risk management

for logistics management and logistics outsourcing in comparison in analysis part. The reason

why SCRM processes can be seen as the common risk management processes in logistics

management and logistics outsourcing will be introduced on the section of analysis. Risks of

logistics management and logistics outsourcing in Chinese non-metallic mineral industry are

helpful for readers to have an overall perception of risks management in this industry.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.113.113.113.11 TheTheTheThe RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationshipAmongAmongAmongAmong EachEachEachEach SectionSectionSectionSection
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4.4.4.4. FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings
In this section, the authors will provided the information and data of empirical findings for the

case company from both primary and secondary data. The first part will introduce the current

situation and the current logistics method of the case company from interviews. The second

part will introduce the basic information of logistics outsourcing in China, especially the

definition of owner driver. The last part will shows the risk management approach of logistics

management and logistics outsourcing in the case company which has been summarized by

the interviews.

4.14.14.14.1 EmpiricalEmpiricalEmpiricalEmpirical Findings:Findings:Findings:Findings:AAAADescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 TheTheTheThe SituationSituationSituationSituation ofofofof thethethethe CaseCaseCaseCase CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

The case company, Shenzhen City Rocky Mountains Industry Development Company, treats

exploitation and sales of marble, talc, barite and some other non-metallic minerals as its

primary businesses. The case company has a number of mineral resources in China now. The

important thing has to be mentioned is that some of the resources are mineral occurrences, so

it means that not all of them are mines.

Based on the ranking from Chinese Top Nets (2013), the case company got the 12th place of

the barite (native sulfate of barium) exporting in China, it is included in the main

achievements about the case company. According to the words from the regional manager, the

case company is similar to other companies in the target industry. The case company has a

normal size in this industry, and it is located near their competitors. The case company has

mines in locations which has abundant resources like their competitors.

According to regional manager, the authors have known the organizational structure of the

case company, it has a head company--the case company, it also has two sub-companies, they

are Tianyan Barite Exploiting Liability Company Limited in Tianzhu country, Guizhou

Province and Yaxiya Fire-resistant Materials Liability Company Limited in Zhanjiang City,

Guangdong Province, and there are two branch companies, they are Zhaotong Branch

Company in Yunnan Province of the case company--Shenzhen Rocky Mountains Industry

Development Company Limited and Sanjiang Branch Company in Guangxi Province, and

these companies have their own duties to perform. However, the case company does not make
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a clear division to its labors; for example, it does not have positions about sales, purchasing

and logistics managers. In spite of the current situation of the case company, the management

structure could be seen as an effective structure. This management structure is formed better

in the case company as the existing reasons, such as multiple operating methods, the degree of

participation, the industrial chain of the case company and the local business environment.

The head company, as the case company, it has 15 staffs, they need to in charge of integrated

management and operation, and these works are their responsibilities. Tianyan Barite

Exploiting Liability Company Limited has 55 staffs; their responsibilities are exploiting

mines, purchasing minerals and logistics. There are 48 staffs in Yaxiya Fire-resistant

Materials Liability Company Limited, their responsibilities are mineral processing, exporting

and quality assurance. There are 21 staffs in Zhaotong Branch Company, their main

responsibilities are to purchase and transport the barite in Western Guizhou and Yunnan

Province. Whereas there are also 18 staffs in some other places, for example, they are

working in Guizhou and Hunan Province, their primary responsibilities are exchanging equity,

controlling contract exploiting and purchasing minerals from barite mines in Hunan and

Guizhou Province (except Tianzhu). On this occasion, the case company could gain more

profit.

The case company has many customers and some of these customers are from foreign

countries, such as the United States, Germany and Malaysia. The relationship between the

case company and its customers is close and long-term. As the case company is in a very

special industry, its products always have high prices, whereas its customers could accept

under the right circumstances.

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 TheTheTheThe CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrent LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics MethodMethodMethodMethod inininin thethethethe CaseCaseCaseCase CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

As the case company is one of the normal companies in non-metallic mineral industry and it

has mines by itself in China, logistics outsourcing could be seen as an important approach to

transport the products from its mines to customers. On account of the case company control

the production and sales by itself, the regional manager presents that “the improvement of

logistics is significant, as the transportation of products needs to be accomplished by

outsourcing”.

Based on the actual situation, as the case company wants to have a simple management
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structure, it does not decide to establish a specialized logistics department. The achievement

of logistics functions in the case company needs to be relied on the special area, so the case

company should regard the logistics functions as the most important functions. The logistics

status and costs depend on the local environment of logistics; only every regional company

could understand the situation.

The case company has a primary logistics method, which is to authorize the transportation

power from other people or companies, for instance, the case company leases a whole train

from the railway company and trucks from other people. However, the case company has to

control the logistics routes by itself. According to the convention in contract between the case

company and its customers, delivery types could be determined; not only delivery places but

also delivery time should be chose and confirmed by customers. People often call it as

logistics outsourcing in transportation based on this situation. Because of this logistics method

could reduce logistics costs and enhance capacity management, the case company chooses

this method.

As the distribution of mines is wide, the agency of the case company on the locations of

mines should master the management functions and logistics for delivering products well and

these works are its responsibilities. The case company does not own explicit properties to

progress logistics, nonetheless it still wants to organize and control logistics and management

functions better. But it is difficult for the case company to have more reserves, as it needs to

spend two or three years to gather the resources.

The following figure 4.1 shows the inventory yield of the case company in one of the railway

transportation station.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 4.14.14.14.1 OneOneOneOne InventoryInventoryInventoryInventory YieldYieldYieldYield ofofofof thethethethe CaseCaseCaseCase CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

The case company always rent this kind of inventory yield near the railway station for

transportation, and the white stones in the picture are the products -- barite in the case

company. Based on the introduction from the regional manager, they always cumulating

products as many small stacks, the weight of each stack is about one ton. The reasons for the

storage method of their products are because it is easier for they to calculate the weight for

products in the inventory yield, and they could loading the products onto trains in such a short

time.

OwnerOwnerOwnerOwnerDriverDriverDriverDriver

Except for the vehicles used by logistics companies, in the logistics area, owner drivers are

the vehicles that are included in logistics activities (Zhao & Zhu, 2013). Owing to the

logistics industry could be treated as a system service industry; companies should regard

vehicle and storage resources as the most basic resources. As the logistics industry develops

the form of ownership in logistics companies change as time goes by, this could be used to

process the vehicles. Self-employed businessmen control more than 80% of vehicle resources;

this result is based on incomplete statistics. In China, many companies accept this kind of

logistics to enhance their properties and simplify the structure in companies, the extra fees

also could be reduced.
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4.24.24.24.2 RiskRiskRiskRisk ManagementManagementManagementManagement ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement andandandand LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics

OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing inininin TheTheTheThe CaseCaseCaseCase CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

After summarizing the information and data from interviews for one regional manager and

two staffs in the case company, the authors could have a visualized image of risk management

for logistics management and logistics outsourcing in the case company. In order to present an

overall understanding of the risk management in the case company for logistics management

and logistics outsourcing, the authors have divided this section into four main parts: risk

exploiting, risk reporting, risk solving and the collaborations among different departments in

the case company. Each part will introduce one important phase of risk management in the

case company.

In this section 4.2, the information and data are come from the interviews. The authors have

summarized results from four interviews together to present the following findings. For the

sake of basic needs in interviews and the reliability for interviews, the authors have chosen

interviewees who have the experiences in risk management in the case company.

4.4.4.4.2222.1.1.1.1 RiskRiskRiskRisk ExploitingExploitingExploitingExploiting

Actually, there are four main patterns of manifestations for risks in logistics management and

logistics outsourcing in the case company: the problems of capital turnover; the conflicts and

contradictions among employees; the products could not be transported to the right inventory

yield on time; and there are redundant products or a handful of products on the inventory

yield. To sum up, the pattern of manifestations in the case company could be summarized into

three problems: the problem of capital, the problem of management, the problem of inventory

and transportation. As a matter of fact, these three kinds of problems are the most serious

problems in the case company for logistics management and logistics outsourcing, which may

bring situations that unable to process or operate.

According to the experiences from interviewees, there are several risks for these three types

they have met in logistics area. Most of these problems should be solved by money except the

problem of management. When these three problems have been shown in a place or a process,

the staffs know that there are several risks in logistics area.

In general, employees in the case company do not have the initiatives of risk exploiting, they
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always find out the risks of logistics management and logistics outsourcing when these risks

occurring problems in the daily operations. Employees could not find the risks in the case

company; the risks "find" them. The regional manager expressed that the case company has

practiced some approaches in logistics management and logistics outsourcing which have the

higher ratio on risks. But the case company still needs to follow these approaches because of

the particularity in this industry--higher logistics costs and lower prices; until they find a new

way to instead the current approach.

4.4.4.4.2222.2.2.2.2 RiskRiskRiskRiskReportingReportingReportingReporting

As mentioned in primary paragraphs, there are two levels of risks in the case company of

logistics management and logistics outsourcing: risks which could be solved directly when

exploiting or risks which could not bring any effect to the case company; risks which will lead

to big problems in the case company. For example, the case company always use owner

drivers for transportation between mines to inventory yields, sometimes owner drivers will

not get to the mines on time. At this kind of situation, the staffs there could solve the problem

themselves by making phone calls to the owner drivers or ask for other drivers. Another

example is that sometimes there is a capital gap for logistics costs because of incorrect

operation in the case company. At this time, the staffs will report to their managers, and the

managers will report to the regional managers about the reason, current situation, possible

solution for the capital gap, and then the regional manager will decide the solution for the gap.

If the risk is too serious that regional manager could not make a decision of the solution, the

regional manager will report to the managing director of the case company, and they will

consider about the solution together.

In some kind of situation, risks could lead to the emergency situations in the case company

for logistics management and logistics outsourcing which could not wait for such a long time

of reporting and decision-making. In this kind of situation, employees or managers at those

locales could make the decisions without any reports. But after that, the risk should be

reported to top managers on time. This kind of situation also needs the collaborations from

other departments, like financial department.

Risk reporting need the trusts and more communications among high level managers and low

level staffs, because each emergency risk should be solved on time, and they should be
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reported on time.

4.4.4.4.2222.3.3.3.3 RiskRiskRiskRisk SolvingSolvingSolvingSolving

In the case company, small and low-impact risks can be solved by the staffs who found them,

and they do not need to report these risks to top managers if the risks did not lead to any

serious problems to the case company. For big and high-impact risks, staffs should report

these risks to their top managers if there have any time left for reporting; but if the risks lead

to emergency problems for the case company, suppliers or customers, staffs could solve the

problems directly without reporting if they have the ability, after risk solving, a report should

been made to top managers immediately.

The managers and staffs in the case company always solve the risks and problems from the

risks themselves, they won't cooperate with their suppliers and customers because it is useless

for risk solving. Sometimes cooperation will bring new risks or problems before the primary

risks have been solved out.

As the regional manager presented, most of the risks which have been found from the case

company can be solved by money, for example, attached costs for lacking of transportation

management. In order to solve these risks, logistics costs will be increased. Especially, some

risks will bring problems again and again because these risks cannot be removed based on

some internal or external reasons. For example, the case company keeps using owner drivers

during transportation of the products even the managers in the case company know that owner

drivers will bring risks in logistics management and logistics outsourcing in the company. The

reason is lacking of other solutions of transportation.

In addition, some risks will not be solved until the case company has the ability to solve it by

itself, because the managers do not want to receive more helps from the suppliers or customer

which may bring new problems for the case company. The case company try to collaborate

with one of their customers because of the wrong planning of transportation, but the customer

ask for discount of the products in a long-term relationship to provide helps to the case

company.

4.4.4.4.2222.4.4.4.4 CollaborationsCollaborationsCollaborationsCollaborations inininin RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement

As the regional manager mentioned, each company has been built through a lot of

collaborations, among different department and different employees. Risk management of
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logistics management and logistics outsourcing could not be done by one single department in

a company. One of the interviewee has shared one experience of risk solving with

collaborating from other department. Once this staff and other two employees have been

asked to monitoring a transportation process for the case company, because the customer

needs a large number of products in a hurry. At that time, these three staffs do not have

enough money to pay the transportation fee which occurred from the wrong planning. The

bank will closed in about one hour and they do not have the time to report the situation to top

managers, they asked help from the financial department. They want the financial department

to make remittance to the transportation suppliers at first, after this has been done, they will

report to the top managers immediately. Finally, they made it with the collaboration from the

financial department.
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5.5.5.5. AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis &&&& DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion
In this section the authors are going to analysis the two research questions in this research,

and find out scientific conclusions of those questions. In order to simplify the analysis, this

section will be divided into two main parts which directly lead to the analysis of those

questions. Comparison between theoretical framework and the current situation in the case

company will be made to draw a reliable conclusion and give useful suggestions to the case

company. There are two portions in this part: the general approach of risk management in

logistics management and logistics outsourcing; and the risk management processes of

logistics management and logistics outsourcing in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry.

The main objective in this research is to identify the risk management processes in target

industry of logistics management and logistics outsourcing.

5.15.15.15.1 TheTheTheThe GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral ApproachesApproachesApproachesApproaches ofofofof RiskRiskRiskRisk ManagementManagementManagementManagement inininin LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics

ManagementManagementManagementManagement andandandand LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing

From the previous section, logistics method of the case company can be identified as logistics

outsourcing. In addition, 3PL providers in the case company can be seen as the transportation

suppliers in the supply chain. In this kind of situation, the authors try to use the risk

management process from SCRM to identify the risk management of logistics management

and logistics outsourcing in the target industry, because SCRM is such a kind of risk

management in supply chain area that managing risks for both internal and external sides.

Besides, Cooper (1997) has summarized that supply chain management is a widely concept

than logistics, and Jonsson (2008) also considered that logistics is a part of supply chain

management; which means the risk management of supply chain management can be used

successfully in logistics area. Therefore, SCRM can be used as risk management in logistics

and logistics outsourcing; and SCRM could help to manage risks from internal and external

sides at the same time.

Several scientific literatures have been reviewed by authors to collect SCRM process. Six of

the reviewed literatures have provided the basic approaches for risk management in supply

chain. After the summarized of these six literatures, the risk management framework from

Cucchiella & Gastaldi (2006) is the most specific process of SCRM among these six
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literatures; but the limitation of this framework is that a company cannot use it as a

continuous approach since it does not work like a closed cycle. The seven-stage approach

from Christopher (2011) has shown the SCRM processes in a different way. Because other

five literatures are focusing on the risks in the supply chain, Christopher (2011) is focusing on

the critical paths, continuity team and collaborations in the supply chain. The best idea is to

summarize all six approaches together and found a new overall framework for risk

management in supply chain.

TableTableTableTable 5.15.15.15.1 StepsStepsStepsSteps ofofofof SCRMSCRMSCRMSCRM

StepsStepsStepsSteps AAAA BBBB CCCC DDDD EEEE FFFF
1. Analyze supply chain × ×
2. Identify uncertainty sources × × ×
3. Identify and manage critical paths ×
4. Risk identification × × × ×
5. Risk assessment × × × × ×
6. Risk reporting and decision × ×
7. Individualize real option ×
8. Risk treatment × × × ×
9. Risk monitoring × × ×
10. Improve network visibility ×
11. Establish a supply chain continuity
team

×

12. Work with suppliers and customers
to improve SCRM procedures

× ×

(Note: A=Jansson & Norrman, 2004; B=Gaudenzi & Borghesi, 2006; C=Jüttner, et al. 2003;

D=Cucchiella & Gastaldi, 2006; E=Jonsson, 2008; F=Christopher, 2011.)

Following the steps in table 5.1, an overall risk management of supply chain can be

summarized into 12 basic steps. In this table, the most important steps in SCRM are risk

assessment which has been mentioned in five literatures. Both risk identification and risk

treatment have been summarized in four literatures. A new framework has been made based

on these 12 steps. The authors have drawn the new framework of risk management as the

following figure.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 5.15.15.15.1 LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses

There are two paths from step 9 to the new process of risk management in figure 5.2. Path A

can be used when the company has finished the present risk management process and want to

start a new process. Path B can be used when the present risk has not been solved, or the

solution of the present risk has brought new problems or risks for the company.

In order to bring the continuous risk management in a supply chain, step 9 to step 2 or step 4

have been built as a closed cycle, so that a company can use this approach to continuous with

the risk management after risk treatment. Analysis supply chain is an important step in this

approach because the situation of a supply chain will decide the uncertainty sources; risks in

the supply chain can be successfully identified. Step 10, step 11 and step 12 should be used as

the detail approaches of step 9, because these three steps are useful in risk monitoring through

development, establishment and collaboration.

5.25.25.25.2 RiskRiskRiskRisk ManagementManagementManagementManagement ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics ManagementManagementManagementManagement andandandand LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics

OutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcingOutsourcing inininin thethethethe ChineseChineseChineseChinese Non-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallic MineralMineralMineralMineral IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry

The comparison between the 12 basic risk management processes and the current risk

management processes in the case company in logistics area has been made. The comparison

could gain a better understanding of risk management in the case company.
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TableTableTableTable 5.25.25.25.2 RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses inininin TheTheTheThe CaseCaseCaseCase CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

BasicBasicBasicBasic StepsStepsStepsSteps TheTheTheThe CaseCaseCaseCase
CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

1. Analyze supply chain
2. Identify uncertainty sources
3. Identify and manage critical paths
4. Risk identification ×
5. Risk assessment
6. Risk reporting and decision ×
7. Individualize real option
8. Risk treatment ×
9. Risk monitoring
10. Improve network visibility
11. Establish a supply chain continuity team
12. Work with suppliers and customers to improve SCRM procedures

(Sources: Jansson & Norrman, 2004; Gaudenzi & Borghesi, 2006; Jüttner, et al., 2003; Cucchiella &

Gastaldi, 2006; Jonsson, 2008; Christopher, 2011.)

The risk management process of logistics management and logistics outsourcing in the case

company is very simple, because the case company is lacking of enough capital to do more

management in logistics area. This kind of situation is all because of the specificity of the

Chinese non-metallic mineral industry--higher logistics costs but lower market prices. In fact,

these three processes of risk management from the case company have covered the important

processes of the risk management from literatures.

Because the case company is representativeness in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry,

the risk management of logistics management and logistics outsourcing in the case company

can be epitomized as the general risk management process in logistics area in the Chinese

non-metallic mineral industry. From the figure 5.2, the process of logistics risk management

for the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry is a linear process. This kind of process is very

easy to follow because it just has three important steps in risk management. But the problem

is that this kind of process cannot be used as the continuous process of risk management; it

will lead to the repetitive risks or problems for the company because it does not have a

process for risk monitoring. In addition, the process is a reactive steps. In fact, this kind of

process just focuses on the results of short-term management.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 5.25.25.25.2 GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses ofofofof RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement inininin LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics forforforfor thethethethe ChineseChineseChineseChinese Non-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallic

MineralMineralMineralMineral IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry

After the authors have discovered the 12 steps process of risk management in logistics

management and logistics outsourcing from literature review, the authors have discussed the

12 steps process with the regional manager from the case company. Based on the current

situation of the case company, the regional manager provided that the case company could not

fulfill the 12 steps process of risk management inside the company. Because the case

company does not have enough money to establish the risk management department or

employ employees for risk monitoring.

In fact, the 12 steps process can only be applied in such big companies because of the enough

resources. But companies like the case company could take the 12 steps process as the

example of overall risk management process. The case company could add some steps in their

risk management process from the 12 steps process, for example, the step of risk monitoring.

The figure 5.3 shows the new logistics risk management process for the target industry. The

new process could provide a continuous risk management in a company because of the risk

mornitoring.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 5.35.35.35.3 NewNewNewNew ProcessProcessProcessProcess ofofofof LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics RiskRiskRiskRiskManagementManagementManagementManagement forforforfor thethethethe ChineseChineseChineseChinese Non-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallicNon-metallic MineralMineralMineralMineral

IndustryIndustryIndustryIndustry
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6.6.6.6. ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion
The main purpose of this thesis is to identify the risk management of logistics management

and logistics outsourcing in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry. In order to fulfill the

purpose, the following conclusions for two research questions have been concluded by the

authors.

The general risk management process of logistics management and logistics outsourcing can

be summarized as 12 basic processes: analyze supply chain; identify uncertainty sources;

identify and manage critical paths; risk identification; risk assessment; risk reporting and

decision; individualize real option; risk treatment,; risk monitoring; improve network

visibility; establish a supply chain continuity team; finally, work with suppliers and customers

to improve SCRM procedures. The most important process among these 12 processes is risk

assessment; and there are two important processes, they are risk identification and risk

treatment. A new framework of risk management in logistics management and logistics

outsourcing has been made by these 12 basic steps.

Through the analysis of general processes in risk management for logistics management and

logistics outsourcing in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry, three simple steps has been

summarized in figure 5.2. Even though the process of risk management in the target industry

is brief these processes have covered the important steps of risk management from the

literature. The 12 steps of risk management in logistics management and logistics outsourcing

are the comprehensive process for risk management in logistics area for most of the industries.

Based on the capital problem of companies in the target industry, companies in the Chinese

non-metallic mineral industry could not accept such a large number of costs in risk

management for logistics area to fulfill these all 12 steps. In order to develop a better risk

management of logistics area with a lower costs, the authors suggest that companies could

add one more step at the end of risk solving -- risk monitoring, which will help to monitoring

the situations of risks in logistics area. Companies could also choose the appropriate steps

themselves to complete the better risk management of logistics management and logistics

outsourcing; and the additional steps may bring the long-term risk management for

companies.
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This research has summarized the general risk management process for logistics management

and logistics outsourcing which can be used in most of the industries. This research also

summarized the risk management process of logistics management and logistics outsourcing

for the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry. Suggestions have been made by the authors

through the comparison between general risk management process and the specific risk

management process in the target industry.

This thesis can be seen as the foundation of risk management process in logistics area for

other industries or other developing countries than China. The more specific process of risk

management in logistics management and logistics outsourcing can be summarized by

collecting more information and data from the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry because

of the changing situation. With the development and improvement of logistics management

and logistics outsourcing in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry, more specific risks

could be found; and the more specific solutions of risk management process could been built.
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7.7.7.7. ImplicationImplicationImplicationImplication forforforfor thethethethe managersmanagersmanagersmanagers
Managers from the companies in the Chinese non-metallic mineral industry could have a

better understanding of current situations for risk management in logistics management and

logistics outsourcing in their companies. Managers could have the direct image of the overall

risk management process in logistics area, and the deficiencies of their current risk

management process. The managers could also choose the useful and appropriate steps from

the general risk management process to gain the better risk management experiences in

logistics management and logistics outsourcing. In addition, managers from other Chinese

industries could use the overall risk management in logistics management and logistics

outsourcing for reference.
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